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4runner roof rack with ladder

Write a Product Review: 4Runner Ladder Hatch | 4th &amp; 5th Gen 2003+ Monica Medina (Tucson) | August 31, 2020 This ladder is well made, installed easily and in addition to Fab to my 4Runner. My only complaint.... Getting it out of the box with styrofoam injections took longer than installation. no
kidding . It was well shipped but sucked to get it out of the box. You should have seen the mess Lol you don't want to be disappointed with the ladder, once out of joey's box | August 23rd, 2020 after finally receiving my order 3 last week extended lead time as shown on the website. The top of the ladder
was clinging to the outside of the box when it arrived and the powder veneer was damaged. I didn't get all the parts needed to be installed. This look is well made, just don't expect it to arrive anywhere in the timeline provided, or possibly with all the parts included. Overall... Unpleasant. Beau Brummel
(Western Michigan) | August 5, 2020 High quality in every aspect. Great design, with real functionality. Very happy with everything, customer service, lead time and communication and easy installation! Eric (Asheboro NC) | July 19, 2020 This hands down the best looking and best ladder made in my
opinion!! It's not a skimpy tube ladder and it has plenty of places to ride off items. I like mine and I don't consider the Daley ladder, the assembly was incredibly easy and it was made solid! Robert Weist (Florida) | May 12th, 2020 First Customer Service was amazing to get this to me in my forms from
home! Love the look of the ladder and functionality. Over the past few days the cold in Michigan became a heavy tailgate and didn't want to stay up. I'm back in Florida, and there's nothing wrong with that. Thanks for the great service! Bryant D (FL) | April 22, 2020 Like others have said the bar under the
feather for me after the initial installation of step 1 the latter moved side-towards the top bracket can be slightly better designed to get the valve at the right angle I also recommend pouring the bar and getting the car two-way and he has the Sio bar. When you order your ladder order heavy duty struts as
well. Over all you can't pricing and product quality I'm very happy with and enjoy it for some note time since the 4x4 win: we're evaluating the bar on the kit and it will be upgraded. Thanks for the honest review! Colin (OR) | On April 19, 2020, I wanted a ladder that looked more beefy and masculine! Not
round bars. This ladder follows my boxy look's 15-trail version without looking like a erector set (like another similar brand ladder). Just a small comment about the powder coating easily scratching my ladder with 3 scratches already came on it and even when the smooth plastic of my recovery traxx slid
across it, the powder coat came off (trying to figure out how to ride them). I have to apply the touch color, and the kids here told me what to use, love the ladder and my MOLLE. Thanks for the win! Bruce (AZ) | 16 April 2020 Let me start with good things because it has far bad outways. The look with my
SS Offroad rack is exactly what I'm going for. The powder coating was well fully coated and smooth. The molds were flawless and the directions were perfect. Now for the bad, while engineering hooks and screen recordings is a solid idea (just like a Gobi ladder) the 3m bar is definitely not the right bar.
Use a 3m car double-sided bar (black with red skin from the car store). I had to remove my ladder today (days after the initial installation) in order to place the car bar 3M. W/O using the high-quality screen bar slide and pinch on top when the trunk door opens. I also apply the 3m bar between all contact
points to ensure full secure contact. Finally, I recommend using some clear sealer for holes drilled at the bottom of the trunk door to protect the leak. Hope this helps! Love the ladder! Hate the tape! Nat Cross (Oklahoma) | April 12, 2019 I have been waiting for a ladder like this for some time. I like the look
more than others in the market. I prefer to remain loyal to the brand and match it great with your other parts! BajaRack full-length roof rack ladder step by step installed for 5 General 4RunnerSo, I finally got around to getting the ladder after having full-length roof racks for almost a year now. A lot of time to
access my roof rolls down the window and steps, while barefoot, up to gain access. Yes, not the best process to access your roof shelf. I put aside the purchase of the ladder because I wasn't really happy with the shape of it. But after meeting a 4Runner colleague at the meetup who had exactly the same
rack with the BajaRack ladder I was sold out, it looked much better in person than the web. Find it online:BajaRack Ladder Back: PriceWhy review I chose BajaRackThere a few reasons why I like BajaRack more than some others, such as the popular Gobi Rack ladder for General 5. The main reason is
that it matches the rack, but the more technical reasons are as follows:BajaRack is installed more to the left than some others. This keeps the ladder out of sight more when driving as I only see half the ladder when looking through my rear view mirror. The ladder follows the back hatch lines further and
works out and inside. I think one day this may be an advantage when running a rear tire that has the center installed giving more access to ladders and installed accessories. Roof Ladder Rack Installer OverviewThis was very easy to install, but it benefits having an extra hand to throw some weight on the



ladder when connecting the bracket down. The recommended tool for installing:9/16 wrench 9/16 Ratchet5/32 Allen Wrench Vine MeasuringBajaRack now sends all the parts before 3m empty, so the installation is almost connected and stiff! Step one. Install the ladder on top of the 4Runner RoofInstall
ladder to the top of the roof. Enter upside down and then slid the channel backwards Be sure all areas where the ladder will sit clean and free from the soil. step 2 . Position the top of the ladder on the rear door at the top of the ladder 2 inches from the edge of the rear doorStep 3. Position down the ladder
onto the rear dooramzPosition down the ladder at 2 3/8 from the bottom edge of the rear door. Note: Having a recorded line helps mark your point here. Step 4. Secure bottom bracket on aluminum PlateTake bottom bracket and aluminum plate place in place. Note: In the installation leaflet, it's hard to see
where this is going. Step 5. Clamp the ladder down bracketTake walk down the bolt (E) and start clamping the ladder into the bottom bracket. Use the supplied grease and the washers supplied on the sides of the screw. Note: When walking down the screw allows you to connect the screw (D) in the other
hole, remove walking down the screw and replace with the other screw (D)*pro tip: Do your friends weigh on the ladder by standing on it to put it closer when connecting to the bracket. step 6 . Stiff bottom bracket back DoorOnce ladder stiff bottom, you'll need Allen wrench (5/32) to tighten the bottom
bracket to the edge inside the rear door. The final StepsAll that is left is that the ladder inspection opens without hitting your roof shelf and closes without any issues. I also recommend having alternative rear struts as well. For Mine Trail 2015 is now having issues staying fully open, I have not done this but
soon! Comments or questions? Leave them below! Page 2The EVO MTs are real rock tires. They crawl, claw and grab in stone with ease due to their bold tread pattern and rim design, ready to deal with any terrain. Skip to content visiting the warranty page. 4RUNNER THIRD GENERATION (1995-2002)
TOOLBOX (LARGE)· RANGER 4RUNNER 4th Generation (2003-2009) TOYOTA 4RUNNER TRANSFER KIT 4RUNNER 3rd Generation (1995-2002) U BRACKETS (set of 4) 4RUNNER 3rd Generation (1995-2002) TIE DOWN SYSTEM· Ranger as the title states, very good looking rebound wheel icons!
When I was looking to upgrade the wheel in my Tacoma 2017, those were one of the top choices for me. They are a great fit, although - like most other post-market rims- they require 'tapered bulge' luggage nuts, so please plan to get them before installation. During Black Friday/OffroadAlliance sales
week had the best price on those rims. Even with rather expensive shipping, the price was lower than most (if not all) other vendors. They were shipped and delivered in just a few days, so there are no complaints here either. Overall I'm happy with shopping, and my experience with OffroadAllience.
Compatible with the 2020 TRD Pro 4RUNNER Strong RACKOur Factory, 4Runner Ladder Steel made specifically for its 5 Gen 4Runner. A unique design built to provide access to the ceiling and maximize the field of visibility. Easy, no drill, usual installation. Compatible with most roof shelf brands.
Mountain to back door. Under the epoxy coat and finish the black powder coat. Check the gap at the top of the hatch before you install your new BajaRack ladder Requires 5/16 to 3/8 inches, if the top of the ladder does not install gaps on the valve, and check the gap clearance with a vendor or shop.
Note: Please check accessory compatibility for your rack model. By choosing the Rack model you will find compatible accessories on our website by scrolling. Material and thickness: 1 inch (25.4 mm) carbon steel pipe and 1/8 inch (3.175 mm), 3/16 inch (4.7 mm) steel. Finish: Epoxy proper (rust barrier)
with black powder coating method: Mounting ladder directly on the rear door. (No drilling required). Weight capacity: 200Lb (90.71 kg) Ladder weight: 17 pounds (7.71Kg) BajaRack ladder compatible with 2020 TRD Pro 4Runner Factory Rack Rack
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